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• DESIGN RESEARCH
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BERLIN GOALS: TEACHERS AS RESEARCHERS, OR…?

• Friday: PaLea presentation on teacher profession:
• Task of university to prepare scientifically educated 

professionals?
• What does that mean?

• Forschendes Lernen as central theme of PSE:
• Pedagogical principle and/or central aim?
• Do we have a shared vision on what it means?
• How to make it (more) relevant and productive?



WORLDWIDE AMBITIONS



UNITED NATIONS: 17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

• Goal 4: “Ensure inclusive and quality education for all and 
promote lifelong learning”

• Access (“Education For All”) is more or less solved

• Now attention shifting to QUALITY issues



WE WANT ALL BETTER QUALITY OF EDUCATION
(IN BERLIN AND THE REST OF THE WORLD)

• Dimensions of quality:
• Relevance
• Coherence
• Practicality
• Effectiveness
• Sustainability



IT ALL STARTS WITH A VISION…

GLOBAL DISCUSSION ON RELEVANCE,
WITH LOTS OF MUTUAL TREND
WATCHING BETWEEN NATIONS





QUADRIGA: FOUR ORIENTATIONS FOR VISION 



SEEKING FOR (RENEWED) BALANCE

• Learning for further studies

• Learning for world of work

• Preparing for participation in society 

• Personal development



CURRICULUM: PLAN FOR LEARNING
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CURRICULUM SPIDERS’ WEB (MULTIPLE COMPONENTS)



BIG BANG (1957)
OF 'MODERN' CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT



SPUTNIK SHOCK



WORLDWIDE MANY CURRICULUM PROJECTS

Wereldwijd: Curriculumhervorming faalt vaak



FIASCO-PATTERN OF POST-SPUTNIK PROJECTS

• 100% target group

• 70% heard

• 50% seen

• 30% in possession

• 15% in use

• 5% according to intentions

• ?? learning results

• Let alone school-wide reform!



HUGE POLITICAL AMBITIONS:

"ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO IMPLEMENT IT"

However:

• No 'quick fixes' or 'silver bullets'

• Curriculum improvement is not an event but a long term process

• At many levels and with many components, participants and stakeholders

• Key role for teachers

• Educational change implies blood, sweat and tears…

• (Only) top-down approach does not work...



WARNING

“Change in education is easy to propose, hard to 
(design/develop and)  implement, and extraordinarily 
difficult to sustain”

Hargreaves, A. & Fink, D. (2006). Sustainable leadership.

San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.



MULTIPLE CURRICULUM REPRESENTATIONS

• INTENDED (world of policy and design)

• ideal

• formal / written

• IMPLEMENTED (world of schools and teachers)

• perceived

• operational / in action

• ATTAINED (world of students/pupils)

• experienced

• learned



MULTIPLE LEVELS OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

• SUPRA: international, comparative
(e.g. European Framework of Reference for Languages)

• MACRO: national (system) frameworks
(e.g. syllabi, core objectives, attainment targets, standards)

• MESO: school, programme
(school-specific curriculum)

• MICRO: classroom, group, teacher
(textbook, course, instructional materials)

• NANO: learner, individual
(personal curriculum)



LAWRENCE STENHOUSE (1975)

"There can be no curriculum development without 
teacher development”



MICHAEL FULLAN

“Curriculum change is essentially what teachers think and do”



THREE INTERRELATED DEVELOPMENTS

curriculum 
development

school 
organization
development

teacher 
development



EVERY CHAIN AS STRONG AS ITS WEAKEST ELEMENT

• All components of spiders’ web eventually addressed when changing curriculum

• No hierarchy between many components, but rationale/vision (broad purposes of 
learning and teaching) as binding element

• Multiple entry points or priorities possible

• Let schools and teachers explore entire spiders’ web: where are we and what to 
address?



CURRICULUM DELIBERATION





CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

• Balancing game, with many balls in the air

• Design (by many) as central activity

• Not only about the substance; also many
socio-political and pragmatic arguments

• Many insecurities: in need of more evidence



WHAT SORT OF RESEARCH MIGHT HELP?

• Much research has emphasis on description and analysis

• Promise of Improvement/Innovation approach:
DESIGN RESEARCH





VARIETY IN TERMINOLOGY
• Design (or Design-Based) Research/Experiments/Studies

• Design-Based Implementation Research

• Development(al) Research

• Formative Research/Inquiry

• Engineering Research

• Didactical Design Research

• Curricular Design Research



DR IN VARIETY IN DOMAINS/FIELDS

• Subject Matter Didactics/Fachdidaktik
• Learning & Instruction / Learning Sciences
• ICT/Media/Technology in Education
• Curriculum
• Teacher Education/Professional Development
• HRD/workplace learning
• From (pre)primary school to secondary and higher education, teacher 

education, and corporate training



DESIGN RESEARCH

Systematic (research-informed/supported/based) and cyclic
approach of analysis, design, and evaluation of ‘interventions’,

addressing complicated (multi-faceted, nested) problems for which
no ready made solutions (derived from theory/practice)

are available, with a triple goal:

1. High-quality interventions (contribution to practice)

2. Design principles (contribution to theoretical and 
methodological knowledge base)

3. Professional development (of all participants)



COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF DESIGN RESEARCH

• Interventionist: design of van (innovative) intervention

• Explicit linkages between ‘principled design’ and state-of-the-art, 
interdisciplinary body of knowledge (theory and research)

• Iterative/cyclic/spiral: design and research are interwoven 

• Data collection and analysis have formative focus:

"How can intervention be improved?”

• Not:

• isolating variables

• context-free generalization claims



DESIGN RESEARCH: ONE FAMILY
WITH (AT LEAST) TWO BRANCHES

• Design Based Research (DBR)

• Theoretical emphasis (to explain)

• Specific (controlled) research setting

• Nano/micro level (student learning)

• Research Based Design (RBD)

• Practical emphasis (to improve/innovate)

• Realistic, natural, practice setting

• Multiple levels (micro, meso and macro)

• Often combination of curriculum and teacher development



CRITERIA FOR QUALITY OF (CURRICULAR) INTERVENTIONS

• Relevance (shared interest for intended context)

• Justification (from knowledge base)

• Consistency (between design components )

• Practicality (especially for teachers)

• Effectiveness (especially student impact)

• Scalability and sustainability



METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES FOR EVALUATION

• Methodological choices dependent on aim and stage

• Mix of methods, instruments, sources, sites (triangulation)

• Relevance, justification and consistency: critical friends / 
expert appraisal

• Practicality: combination of observation, interviews, focus 
groups

• Usually small samples in initial stages; later on larger (for 
effectiveness)



NEED FOR COLLABORATIVE DESIGN APPROACHES
• Between teachers (within and across subjects and grades)

• Between (teachers of different) schools

• With school external partners (e.g. teacher educators and researchers), 
preferably embedded in DR multi-partner-collaboratives

• If one is interested in improvement of practice at scale (RBD), see:

• Improvement science (Bryk et al,, 2015)

• PEER (practice embedded educational research; Snow, 2015)

• DBIR (design based implementation research; Fishman et al., 2013)

• Scaling up networks (Cobb et al.)

• Infrastructuring (Penuel (2015)

• Role of teachers preferably working in collaboratives

• Communities of Practices; Professional Learning Communities

• Lesson Study

• Teacher Design Teams



TEACHER DESIGN TEAM: DEFINITION

Groups of teachers who cooperate in order to (re)design the 
curriculum for their students and to develop themselves 
professionally (individual, team, school)



TDT’S: CHARACTERISTICS

• Initially small number (3-5) participants
• Same or adjacent subject
• Long term cooperation (multi years)
• Enactment perspective on curriculum change
• Bridging current practices with emerging needs and wishes
• Cyclic approach of analyzing, (re)designing, piloting, reflecting
• Contributing to school aspirations
• Assisted by external coach



TDT’S: WORKING APPROACH

• Analysis of current situation

• Goal formulation and priority setting

• Prototyping of promising parts

• Ongoing formative evaluation

• Exchange and reflection

• Next…



TDT’S: CONDITIONS

• Active support of school leadership
• Facilities: TIME, space, materials
• Experimentation and professional learning culture
• Teacher leaders
• External coaching



POWERFUL PRINCIPLES

• Think big, start small

• One size does not fit all

• Design comprehensively, but keep main eye on the students

• Work together

• Cyclic development

• Joint responsibilities and distributed leadership

• Support development process through facilities, communication, coordination

• Pro-active en responsive support from outside



TDT’S: RELATIONS WITH UNIVERSITY (HU/PSE)

• Research partnerships
• Both faculty members (with various expertise (both Fachdidaktisch

and educational) as well as student-teachers
• Long term relations – partnerships
• Win-win situations
• Teachers not as objects but as partners, with shared goals and 

complementary roles)
• New HU/PSE example: TEAM-UP





EXAMPLES OF DESIGN RESEARCH
• Plomp, T. & Nieveen, N. (Eds.) (2013). Educational design research. Enschede: SLO

• Part A: An introduction

• Part B: Illustrative cases

• http://international.slo.nl/publications/edr/

• All freely downloadable

• Look for relevant texts, examples, sources for you

• 51 examples of DR papers from over 20 countries

• Case selection tool



VIELEN DANK!

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS??
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